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MRI DOORS  AUTO-SEAL™ II (AS-II) DOOR

MODEL AS-II DOORS

■■ Easy-Open, Easy-Close

■■ Seals Automatically

■■ Low Profile,   
ADA-Compliant Threshold

■■ Available in RF-Shielded and 
Acoustic Configurations, 
Single or Double Door

■■ Excellent for New or 
Existing Construction

ETS-Lindgren's Auto-Seal II offers 
revolutionary, leading-edge technology 
in a lightweight, high-performance door. 
Featuring pneumatic operation, these doors 
are bladderless, gasketless, and fingerless. 
This results in a virtually maintenance-free 
RF sealing system, that ensures greater 
reliability, yet maintains ease of use.

Easy-Open and Easy-Close Operation
Traditional RF doors typically require 
excessive force for opening and closing, 
due to a friction RF seal design. Frictional 
forces are eliminated in the AS-II, resulting 
in smooth, highly reliable, easy-open,  
easy-close operation. 

Seals Automatically
The AS-II Door automatically seals when 
pulled into the closed position. The logic 
mechanism for both the open and close 
operation is activated by the door handle. 
The door operates on a standard 115 VAC 
service and clean, dry shop air at 100-110 psi 
or equivalent international standards.

Low Profile, ADA Compliant
The AS-II Door's ADA-compliant flat 
thresholds makes patient transport smooth 
and effortless. This allows for easy patient 
gurney transfers and quick clean-up, 
especially for surgical applications. 

RF-Shielded Configuration
AS-II RF-Shielded Doors offer attractive 
hardware and a laminate or wood veneer 
finish. These doors provide 100 dB 
attenuation over frequency ranges of up 
to 450 MHz and are ideal for surgical 
MRI suites due to their automatic sealing 
operation.

Acoustic Door Configuration
The AS-II Acoustic Door has been 
designed and developed to deliver 
exceptional STC ratings for sound 
abatement. Louder gradients can be 
annoying to rooms surrounding the 
MRI suite. The specially developed 
acoustical seal design, core material, and 
overall weight aid in minimizing sound 
transmission.

RF-Shielded Auto-Seal II Door

Low Profile Threshold

Available Configurations Options
■■ RF Shielded AS-II Door

■— Single Door
■— Double Door

■■ Acoustic AS-II Door
■— Single Door
■— Double Door

■■ Key Pad or Customer Card Reader

■■ Auto Opener/Closer (AOC)

■■ 61 cm x 61 cm (2 ft x 2 ft) RF View Window 
Incorporated into Door

■■ IV Pass-Thru Portal

AS-II Double Door with Optional Window, AOC Automatic Opener/Closer for AS-II 


